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(54) Burst transfer system

(57) A burst transfer system realizes burst transfer

between communication terminals in a communication

network of the label multiplex system or the time-divi-

sion multiplex type. In the burst transfer system, the

communication terminal is so designed as to output a

communication reservation request which is made up of

destination information including the address of the

transmitting side communication terminal and the

address of the receiving side communication terminal,

and band information representing the start time, the

use band of the burst transfer, etc. The burst transfer

system includes request receiving means for receiving

the communication reservation request; communication

request analyzing means for extracting destination

information and the band information from the commu-

nication reservation request received by the request

receiving means; path setting means for discriminating

paths through which the transmitting side communica-

tion terminal and the receiving side destination are con-

nectable to each other on the basis of the destination

information; and band reserving means, if a path that

satisfies a condition indicated by the band information

exists in the paths which are discriminated by the path

setting means, for reserving the path.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1.Held of the Invention

The present invention relates to a burst transfer system
in a label multiplex system or a time-division multiplex

system.

2. Description of the Related Art

There have been known, as data communication sys-

tem, label multiplex systems such as ATM (Asynchro-

nous Transfer Mode) or a packet transfer system, a

time-division multiple system that allocates time slots.

The ATM system as one of the label multiplex systems
is that data is divided into 48 bytes, a header of 5 bytes

is added to data of 48 bytes to form an ATM cell consist-

ing of 53 bytes to be transferred. Those ATM cells are

multiplexed in accordance with the amount of transmis-

sion of the ATM cells from a plurality of communication
terminals and then transferred to a host device or a

communication terminal at a receiving side through a

communication network.

The ATM switch device constituting the communi-
cation network, in the case of transmitting the ATM cell

from a plurality of input paths to the game output path,

transfers the ATM cells after being temporally stored in

a buffer memory upon the ATM cell collides with each
other.

Because the capacity of the buffer memory in this

case is limited, a large number of ATM cells toward the

same output path are generated, resulting in an over-

flow of the buffer memory. In this case, the ATM cells

which have overflown are abandoned.

For that reason, the communication network of the

ATM system uses the communication control system
which is called "flow control system".

In the flow control system, the communication ter-

minals at the respective transmitting sides propose a
band to be used for transmission to the communication
network.

The communication network that receives the pro-

posal from the communication terminal judges whether

the proposed band is ensured or not, on the basis of the

use state of the transmission path or the band or the like

which has been reported from the communication termi-

nal at other transmitting side.

The communication network, upon judging that the

band reported from the communication terminal can be
ensured, ensures the transfer of the ATM cell within the

reported band. Further, the communication network, in

the case that the ATM cell transmitted from the commu-
nication terminal exceeds the reported band, abandons
the ATM cell transmitted over the band in priority.

On the other hand, the time-division multiplex sys-

tem is a system in which a plurality of time slots that

constitute a frame having a predetermined length are

allocated to the communication terminal, respectively,

and data from the respective communication terminals

is inserted into the time slot which has been allocated to

its communication terminal and transferred.

5 By the way, in the label multiplex system such as

the ATM system, in the case where the communication

terminal having an amount that exceeds the previously

proposed band has been transferred (burst transfer), if

another communication terminal also transfers the ATM
10 cell having a relatively large amount, it causes a busy

state such as the overflow of the buffer memory within a
communication network, or the like to be generated,

thereby abandoning the ATM cell. For that reason, the

label multiplex system makes it difficult to conduct burst

is transfer.

Also, in the time-division multiplex system, if a plu-

rality of continuous time slots are allocated to the com-
munication terminal, the burst transfer can be
conducted.

20 However, in the case where a plurality of switching

units exist in the path of the burst transfer, it is neces-

sary to synchronize the positions of the time slots that

conduct the burst transfer between those switching

units, thereby making it difficult to allocate the continu-

es ous time slots through a plurality of switching units.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In view of the above, an object of the present inven-

30 tion is to provide a technique in which the burst transfer

is conducted in the label multiplex system or the time-

division multiplex system.

A burst transfer system of the present invention is

designed such that a communication terminal reserves

35 a band to be used in the burst transfer prior to the exe-

cution of the burst transfer whereas a communication

network side ensures the burst transfer to be conducted
in the reserved band.

For example, the communication network includes

40 request receiving means, communication request ana-

lyzing means, path setting means and band reserving

means.

The request receiving means receives a communi-
cation reservation request of burst transfer from the

45 communication terminal. The communication reserva-

tion request received by the request receiving means is

inputted to the communication request analyzing

means.

The communication request analyzing means ana-
so lyzes the inputted communication reservation request,

and discriminates a destination address and use band
information representing a band to be used for the burst

transfer.

A destination address which has been discrimi-

55 nated by the communication request analyzing means
is inputted to the path setting means whereas use band
information is inputted to the band reserving means.

At first, the path setting means into which the desti-

nation address has been inputted discriminates a path

2
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through which the communication terminal and the des-

tination can be connected to each other on the basis of

the address of the inputted destination. Information rep-

resentative of the path discriminated by the path setting

means is inputted into the band reserving means.

Subsequently, the band reserving means into which

the use band information and path information have

been inputted discriminates whether or not a path that

satisfies a condition represented by the use band infor-

mation exists in the paths represented by the inputted

path information.

In this example, in the case where the path that sat-

isfies the condition represented by the use band infor-

mation exists in the paths represented by the inputted

path information, the band reserving means reserves

that path. Further, the band reserving means transmits

information representing that the communication reser-

vation request has been received by the band reserving

means to the communication terminal.

The communication terminal that has received the

information representing that the communication reser-

vation request has been received reserves a resource

within the communication terminal, and transmits the

burst data at a reservation time.

According to the burst transfer system of the

present invention, the path to be used for the burst

transfer is reserved prior to the burst transfer, thereby

being capable of ensuring the burst transfer.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The accompanying drawings, which are incorpo-

rated in and constitute a part of this specification, illus-

trate embodiments of the invention and, together with

the description, serve to explain the objects, advan-

tages and principles of the invention. In the drawings,

Fig. 1 is a block diagram explanatorily showing the

concept of the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a schematic structural diagram showing a

communication network to which a burst transfer

system of the present invention is applied;

Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing the structure of an

ATM switch;

Fig. 4 is a block diagram showing the structure of a

network resource management unit;

Fig. 5 is a block diagram explanatorily showing the

operation of the burst transfer system;

Fig. 6 is a sequence diagram explanatorily showing

a signal transmitted and received between a com-

munication terminal and the network resource man-

agement unit;

Fig. 7 is a diagram showing an example of a com-

munication reservation request;

Fig. 8 is a block diagram showing another embodi-

ment of the network resource management unit;

Fig. 9 is a block diagram showing still another

embodiment of the network resource management

unit;

Fig. 10 is an explanatory diagram showing a com-

munication reservation request for each time band;

Fig. 1 1 is an explanatory diagram showing a case

of a periodic transfer;

5 Fig. 12 is an explanatory block diagram showing

cases of a start time designation reservation and a

time length designation reservation;

Fig. 13 is an explanatory block diagram showing a

case of a rate designation reservation to a period;

10 Fig. 14 is an explanatory diagram showing a com-

munication network resource management;

Fig. 15 is an explanatory diagram showing a man-

agement table retrieval;

Fig. 16 is an explanatory diagram showing use

is amount retrieval;

Fig. 17 is an explanatory diagram showing a com-

munication reservation request by a communica-

tion start time and a communication time length;

Fig. 18 is an explanatory diagram showing a com-

20 munication reservation request by the rate to a

period;

Fig. 19 is an explanatory diagram showing commu-

nication within a communication permission period;

Fig. 20 is an explanatory diagram showing the func-

25 tion of a communication reservation request proc-

ess of the network resource management unit;

Fig. 21 is a flowchart showing an embodiment of

the present invention;

Fig. 22 is an explanatory diagram showing transfer

30 control in a start time designation reservation;

Fig. 23 is an explanatory diagram showing a case

where no reservation packet exists at the communi-

cation start time;

Fig. 24 is an explanatory diagram showing identifi-

es cation data within a reservation time;

Fig. 25 is an explanatory diagram showing the res-

ervation on a plurality of link paths;

Fig. 26 is an explanatory diagram showing reserva-

tion on a plurality of link paths;

40 Fig. 27 is an explanatory diagram showing the

sequential reservation of the plural links;

Fig. 28 is an explanatory diagram showing a

request time band change;

Fig. 29 is an explanatory diagram showing a

45 reserved time band change; and

Fig. 30 is an explanatory diagram showing a trans-

fer process time.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
so EMBODIMENTS

Now, a description will be given in more detail of

embodiments of the present invention with reference to

the accompanying drawings.

55 First, the concept of a burst transfer method in

accordance with the present invention will be described

with reference to Fig. 1.

In the figure, a communication network 3 is a com-

munication network that conducts the delivery of data
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between terminals through the label multiplex system or

the time<Jivision multiplex system, and includes a
request receiving section 4, a communication request

analyzing section 5, a path setting section 6 and a band
reserving section 7. 5

The request receiving section 4 receives a commu-
nication reservation request A or a communication res-

ervation request B of burst transfer from a

communication terminal 1 or a communication terminal

2- w
The communication request analyzing section 5

analyzes the communication reservation request A or B
which hag been received by the request receiving sec-
tion 4 to output destination address information 10 rep-

resenting a destination of the communication terminal 1 15

or 2, and request band information 1 1 representing a
band to be used for conducting the burst transfer by the

communication terminal 1 or 2.

The destination address information 10 outputted
from the communication request analyzing section 5 is 20

inputted into the path setting section 6 f and the request

bind information 1 1 is inputted into the band reserving

section 7.

The path setting section 6 into which the destination

address information 1 0 has been inputted discriminates 25

a path through which the communication terminal 1 or 2
and the destination are connected to each other with

reference to the inputted destination address informa-

tion 10. The path which has been determined by the

path setting section 6 is inputted to the band reserving 30

section 7 as the communication path information 12.

In this situation, the band reserving section 7 inputs

the request band information 1 1 from the communica-
tion request analyzing section 5 and the communication
path information 12 from the path setting section 6. The 35

band reserving section 7 to which those information 1

1

and 12 have been inputted discriminates whether or not

a path (having an unused band more than the request
band) that satisfies a condition indicated by the request

band information 1 1 exists in the path represented by 40

the communication path information 12.

In this situation, in the case where the path that sat-

isfies a condition (having an unused band more than the
request band) indicated by the request band information

1 1 exists in the path represented by the communication 45

path information 12, the band reserving section 7 con-
ducts a reservation process on the basis of the request
band information 1 1 and the path information 12.

Hereinafter, the burst transfer system of the present
invention will be described in more detail. so

Fig. 2 is a diagram showing one example of a com-
munication network that realizes a burst transfer

method in accordance with the present invention.

In the figure, a communication network 3 is a local

area network (LAN) having an ATM switch, a packet 55

switch and so on.

The communication network 3 includes three ATM
switches 22 and a network resource management unit

21 connected to one of those three ATM switches 22.

Each of the ATM switches 22 are connected with a
personal computer PC as a communication terminal for

ATM, a work station WS and so on.

The above network resource management unit 21,

upon receiving a communication reservation request of

the burst transfer from the personal computer PC, the

work station WS or the like, controls the burst transfer in

the communication network 3. It should be noted that in

the example shown in Fig. 2, the ATM-LAN connecting

between the ATM switch 22 is centralizedly controlled

by the network resource management unit 21 , however,

the function of the network resource management unit

21 may be decentralizedly controlled with an ATM
switch 22.

Fig. 3 is a diagram showing the structure of an ATM
switch 22.

The ATM switch 22 includes an switching unit 51 , a
plurality of output control units 52, a present-time

obtaining unit 55 and a reservation data section 56.

The exchange unit 51 receives an ATM cell from an
input path and discriminates an output path of the ATM
cell with reference to a virtual path identifier VPI and a
virtual channel identifier VCI. Then, the switching unit

51 transfers the received ATM cell to the output control

unit 52 corresponding to the discriminated output path.

Each of the output control units 52 includes an out-

put buffer 53 and a cell selection unit 54.

The output buffer 53 Stores the ATM call from the
switching unit 51 and outputs the stored ATM cell with a
signal from the cell selection unit 54 as a trigger.

The cell selection unit 54 outputs an output com-
mand of the ATM cell with reference to the present time
information from the present-time obtaining unit 55 and
reservation data stored in the reservation data section

56. The output command outputted from the cell selec-

tion unit 54 is inputted into the output buffer 53.

The above-mentioned reservation data section 56
stores the communication reservation data of the burst

transfer. The communication reservation data is made
up of header data (VPI, VCI, etc.) as the address infor-

mation of the ATM cell to be burst-transferred and reser-

vation time data containing the communication start

timer, the communication time length and so on of the
burst transfer.

In this case, the cell selection unit 54 compares the

present-time information from the present-time obtain-

ing unit 55 with the reservation time data of the reserva-

tion data section 56. When the present time is identical

with the communication start time of the reservation

time data, the cell selection unit 54 reads out the header
data corresponding to the reservation time data and
inputs the read header data to the output buffer 53.

The output buffer 53 into which the header data
from the cell selection unit 54 has been inputted

sequentially outputs the ATM cell having the same
header data (address) with the header data (address)

inputted.

Fig. 4 is a diagram showing the structure of the net-

work resource management unit 21.

4
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The network resource management unit 21

includes a request receiving unit 4, a request analyzing

unit 5, a path setting unit 6, a bard reserving unit 7 and

a network resource data section 8.

The request receiving unit 4, the request analyzing s

unit 5, the path setting unit 6 and the band reserving unit

7 may be made up of an exclusive hardware, respec-

tively, and may be constituted as a function which is

realized with the execution of the application program by

a processor.

The request receiving unit 4 receives the communi-

cation reservation request of the burst transfer from the

communication terminal such as a personal computer

PC, a work station WS and so on. The communication

reservation request received by the request receiving

unit 4 is inputted into the request receiving unit 5.

The request analyzing unit 5, upon inputting the

communication reservation request from the request

receiving unit 4, analyzes the inputted communication

reservation request. In this situation, it is assumed that

the communication reservation request includes the

address (a transmitting side address) of the communi-

cation terminal of a requester, the address (a receiving

side address) of the destination, the start time of the

burst transfer, and band information represented by the

communication time length or band information repre-

sented by the rate of a use time to a given period.

In this example, the request analyzing unit 5

extracts the transmitting side address and receiving

side address from the communication reservation

request, and allows the extracted transmitting side

address and the receiving side address to be inputted

into the path setting unit 6.

Also, the request analyzing unit 5 extracts the com-

munication start time and the band information from the

communication reservation request and inputs the

extracted communication start time and the band infor-

mation into the band reserving unit 7.

The path setting unit 6, upon inputting the transmit-

ting side address and the receiving side address from

the request analyzing unit 5, discriminates all the paths

that enable the transmitting side address and the

receiving side address to be connected to each other

with reference to the path data stored in the network

resource data section 8.

The information representative of the paths discrim-

inated by the path setting unit 6 is inputted into the band

reserving unit 7.

The band reserving unit 7, upon inputting the com-

munication start time and the band information from the

request analyzing unit 5 and the path information from

the path setting unit 6, discriminates a path having an

unused band after the communication start time in the

paths discriminated by the path setting unit 6 with refer-

ence to the band reserving data stored in the network

resource data section 8. Furthermore, the band reserv-

ing unit 7 discriminates a path having an unused band

more than a band specified by the band information in

the path having the unused band after the communica-

tion start time.

In the case where it is discriminated that there

exists the path having an unused band more than a

band specified by the band information in the path hav-

ing the unused band after the communication start time,

the band reserving unit 7 conducts the reservation proc-

ess of the discriminated path.

The reservation process conducted by the band

reserving unit 7 includes a process for transmitting to

the communication terminal of the requester for a com-

munication reservation request the information repre-

senting that reservation has been booked, a process for

writing the band reserving information containing the

communication start time, the band information and the

path information in the network resource data section 8,

a process for transmitting the communication start time,

the band Information and the path information to the

ATM switch 22, and so on.

On the other hand, in the case where there exist no

path having an unused band in the path after the com-

munication start time, or in the case where there exists

no path having an unused band more than a band spec-

ified by the band information in the paths having the

unused band after the communication start time, the

band reserving unit 7 transmits to the communication

terminal of the requester for a communication reserva-

tion request the information representing that reserva-

tion is not acceptable.

Fig. 5 is a diagram for explaining an embodiment

that realizes the burst transfer method in accordance

with the present invention.

The communication network 3 is connected with

the communication terminal 1 and the communication

terminal 2.

The communication network 3 includes the request

receiving unit 4, the request analyzing unit 5, the path

setting unit 6, and the band reserving unit 7 of the

above-mentioned network resource management unit

21.

The communication terminals 1 or 2, in the case of

conducting communication through the burst transfer to

another communication terminal not shown, transmit

the communication reservation request A or B contain-

ing therein the address of the communication terminal 1

or 2 (transmitting side address), the address of another

communication terminal (receiving side address), the

communication start time and the band information to

the request receiving unit 4 of the network resource

management unit 21

.

The request receiving unit 4 receives the communi-

cation reservation request A or B and transfers the

received communication reservation request A or B to

the communication request analyzing unit 5.

The communication request analyzing unit 5, upon

receiving the communication reservation request A or B
from the request receiving unit 4, analyzes the commu-

nication reservation request A or B. Then, the communi-

cation request analyzing unit 5 extracts the transmitting

side address and the receiving side address from the

15
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communication reservation request A or B and then

transfers the extracted transmitting side address and

the receiving side address (destination address infor-

mation 10) to the path setting unit 6.

Also, the communication request analyzing unit 5

extracts the communication start time and the band
information from the communication reservation

request A or B and then transfers the extracted commu-
nication start time and the band information (request

band information 1 1) to the band reserving unit 7.

The path setting unit 6 compares the destination

address information 10 with the path data stored in the

network resource data section 8 to discriminate all the

paths through which the transmitting side address and
the receiving side address can be connected. The infor-

mation representing the discriminated path (communi-

cation path information 12) is transferred to the band
reserving unit 7.

The band reserving unit 7, upon receiving the

request band information 1 1 and the communication

path information 12, judges whether or not a path that

satisfies the condition of the request band information

1 1 exists in the paths represented by the communica-
tion path information 12.

In the case where the path that satisfies the condi-

tion of the request band information 11 exists in the

paths represented by the communication path informa-

tion 12, the band reserving unit 7 transmits the informa-

tion (reservation result) representing that the

communication reservation request has been booked to

the communication terminal 1 or 2 of the requester. Fur-

ther, the band reserving unit 11 transmits the transmit-

ting side address, the receiving side address, the

communication start time, the band information and the

path information to the ATM switch 22.

In this case, the communication terminal 1 or 2,

upon receiving the information representing that the

communication reservation request has been booked,

reserves the resource such as a card, a module or a

port within the communication terminal 1 or 2.

As a result, within a predetermined period or a var-

iable period where the period is changed in correspond-

ence with the communication amount, the

communication terminal 1 or 2 can conduct the burst

transfer from the communication start time.

On the other hand, in the case where the path that

satisfies the condition of the request band information

1 1 does not exist in the paths represented by the com-
munication path information 12, the band reserving unit

7 transmits the information (reservation result) repre-

senting that the communication reservation request is

not acceptable to the communication terminal 1 or 2 of

the requester.

Fig. 6 is a sequence diagram showing a signal

transmitted and received between the communication

terminal of the transmitting side and the network

resource management unit.

The communication terminal of the transmitting

aide transmits to the network resource monitoring unit a

communication reservation request containing an ID

inherent to each terminal, the transmitting side address,

the receiving address and the band information.

On the contrary, the network resource management
5 unit transmits information representing that the commu-

nication reservation request has been received (ACK) to

the communication terminal.

Furthermore, the network resource management
unit compares information contained in the communica-

10 tion reservation request from the communication termi-

nal with data stored in the network resource data

section to judge whether or not the communication res-

ervation request can be received.

In the case where it is judged that the communica-

15 tion reservation request can be received, the network

resource management unit transmits the ID of the com-
munication terminal and the start time of the burst trans-

fer to the communication terminal as a reservation

result.

20 On the other hand, in the case where it is judged

that the communication reservation request is not

acceptable, the network resource management unit

transmits to the communication terminal the information

representing that the communication reservation

25 request is not acceptable as a reservation result.

The communication terminal, upon receiving a res-

ervation result from the network resource management
unit, transmits a signal ACK representing that the com-
munication reservation request has been received to

30 the network resource management unit.

Fig. 7 is a diagram showing one example of the

communication reservation request.

ID denotes an inherent number of the communica-

tion terminal, VPI, VCI or the like; DST is a transmitting

35 side address; ORG is a receiving side address; SIZE is

a communication amount; TIME is a desired communi-

cation start time; PERIOD is a generation interval; and
PSIZE is a generation unit

In this case, the inherent number ID, the transmit-

40 ting side address DST, the receiving side address ORG
and the communication amount SIZE are essential

items, whereas the desired communication start time,

the generation interval PERIOD and the generation unit

PSIZE are optional items.

45 It should be noted that the contents of the essential

items and the optional items can be changed appropri-

ately, and other contents can be added.

Figs. 8 and 9 are diagrams showing another

embodiment of the network resource management unit

50 21.

The network resource management unit 21

includes a request batch receiving unit 15 in addition to

the structure described in the above-mentioned embod-
iment.

55 The request batch receiving unit 15, in the case
where communication reservation requests of the burst

transfer from a plurality of communication terminals ore

generated simultaneously, receives those communica-
tion reservation requests.

6
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The request batch receiving unit 15, upon receiving

a plurality of communication reservation requests A, B

and C simultaneously, sequentially transfers them to

request receiving unit 4.

It should be noted that in the case where the net-

work resource management unit 21 includes plural sets

of the request receiving units 4 and the request analyz-

ing units 5 so that communication reserving processes

are conducted in parallel, the batch receiving unit 15

transmits a plurality of communication reserving

requests A, B and C to the request receiving unit in par-

allel.

The request batch receiving unit 15 includes a

request receiving unit 16 made up of an ATM interface

card and a request memory 17.

The request receiving unit 16 receives the commu-

nication reservation request of the burnt transfer from a

plurality of communication terminals through the ATM
network A plurality of communication reservation

requests received by the request receiving unit 16 is

inputted into the request memory 1 7.

The request memory 17, upon inputting thereinto

the plural reserving requests A. B and C from the

request receiving unit 16, stores those communication

reservation requests A, B and C therein.

Then, the request memory 17 outputs one of the

stored communication reservation requests A, B and C
with the fact that a signal from the request analyzing unit

5 being inputted as a trigger.

Furthermore, the request memory 17 outputs one

of two remaining communication reservation requests

with the tact that a signal from the request analyzing unit

5 being inputted as a trigger.

Still further, the request memory 17 outputs one

remaining communication reservation request with the

fact that a signal from the request analyzing unit 5 being

inputted as a trigger.

In this situation, the order of the communication

reservation request outputted from the request memory

17 may be determined in accordance with a predeter-

mined priority. Also, for example, the request memory
1 7 may outputs a communication reservation request

shorter in communication time length than another com-

munication reservation request having a long communi-

cation time length in priority. In other words, the request

memory 17 outputs the communication reservation

request small in communication amount in advance so

that a response delay corresponding to the communica-

tion reservation request is restrained to the minimum.

Fig. 10 is an explanatory diagram showing a com-

munication reservation request for each time band.

Fig. 10 shows a case in which the communication

start time and the communication time length are desig-

nated for each period, and a reservation is accepted.

Communication is started from the communication

terminal in accordance with the communication reser-

vation requests A, B and C from the communication ter-

minal, whereby the communication network conducts

the burst transfer in a state where the communication

network is exclusively used, as shown in reservations A,

BandC.

In this case, a period allocated to the communica-

tion terminal and a period of the resource allocation to

5 the communication network can be set in accordance

with the communication reservation request or the like

from the communication terminal, and therefore time

lengths of a first period, a second period and a third

period are different from each other, It should be noted

10 the time lengths of the respective periods can be made

identical with each other.

Also, Fig. 10 shows a case where the communica-

tion terminal starts communication at a reserved com-

munication start time. In the case where a delay is

75 permissible at the communication network side or in the

case where an unused time is sufficient communication

can be started at a time when the burst transfer is com-

pleted within each period. Also, since the communica-

tion path can be set by receiving the communication

20 reservation request, in this case, it is unnecessary to set

the communication path every time the burst transfer

starts so that the burst transfer process can be started

immediately.

Fig. 11 is an explanatory diagram showing a case

25 of periodic transfer, where the communication network

starts to receive the communication reservation request

for each given period t1 . Hence, since the communica-

tion terminal can discriminates the period t1 in advance,

it can transfer the communication reservation request to

30 the communication network without any confirmation of

whether or not the communication network side is in a

reservation request receiving start state, through

mutual communication, ft should be noted that in the

case shown in Fig. 10, since each period is not fixed,

35 there is required the mutual communication for discrim-

inating the reservation request receiving start state at

the communication network side. Then, upon receiving

the communication reservation request by the commu-

nication network, the communication terminal can start

40 the burst transfer in the reservation time band of the

reserved period.

Fig. 12 is an explanatory diagram showing cases of

the start time designation reservation and the time

length designation reservation. Fig. 12 shows a case

45 where communication reservation request A of the burst

transfer from the communication terminal includes a

communication time length "0070" corresponding to a

communication amount, a communication start time

"0000", and the communication terminal (destination

so terminal) ID "5" of the destination, and the communica-

tion reservation request B includes a communication

time length "0100", a communication start time "0200",

and the communication terminal (destination terminal)

ID "9" of the destination.

55 The request receiving unit 4 receives the communi-

cation reservation requests A and B, for example, in the

format shown in Fig. 7, and reads, for example, the com-

munication reservation request A in accordance with a

read request from the request analyzing unit 5. Then,

7
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the request receiving unit 4 discriminates a request

band from the communication time length to transfer it

to the band reserving unit 7 indicated by (7), and also

discriminates the destination information from the com-

munication terminal ID of the destination to transfer it to 5

the path setting unit 6 indicated by (6). Thus, the

request receiving unit 4 transfers the communication

path information from the path setting unit 6 to the band
reserving unit 7. The band reserving unit 7 stores, as

reservation information, information containing a com- 10

munication time length "0070", a communication start

time "0000", the ID "ID-017" of the communication net-

work representing the path of the destination, and "A1"

of a first communication reservation request.

Also, there is shown a case in which the request 15

analyzing unit 5 sequentially conducts processing. In

case of a structure in which the request analyzing unit 5
enables processes in parallel, the request receiving unit

4 can simultaneously read the received communication

reservation requests A, B, ... by the number which can 20

be processed in parallel to process them. Similarly, in

the case where the path setting unit 6 and the band
reserving unit 7 can process in parallel, a plurality of

analysis results can be transferred in parallel and proc-

essed. 25

Fig. 13 is an explanatory diagram showing a case
of a rate designation reservation to a period, and shows
a case in which the communication reservation request

A for the burst transfer from the communication terminal

includes a rate "040" (4% of one periodic length) to the 30

periodic term corresponding to the communication

amount, and the communication terminal (destination

terminal) ID "5" of the destination. Also/the communica-
tion reservation request B includes a rate "020" (2% of

one periodic term) to the periodic term corresponding to 35

the communication amount, and the communication

term (destination terminal) ID "9" of the destination.

The request receiving unit 4 receives the communi-
cation reservation requests A and B and then sequen-

tially transfers the communication reservation requests 40

A and B in accordance with a request from the request

analyzing unit 5. As described above, in case of a struc-

ture in which the request analyzing unit 5 can process in

parallel, the communication reservation requests A and
B can be transferred in parallel. 45

The request analyzing unit 5 sets the communica-
tion time length "01 00" (for example, in case of the

period of 2500 ms, the 4% rate becomes 100 ms) and
the communication start time arbitrarily (an arbitrary

time within the periodic term) in accordance with the so

rate "040" to the periodic term, and stores information

containing the communication network ID "ID-017" rep-

resentative of the path of the destination and the first

communication reservation request "A1" as reservation

information in the band reserving unit 7. 55

Fig. 1 4 is an explanatory diagram showing the com-
munication network resource management. In the com-
munication network 3 containing communication paths

21-25 and switches 27-29 that switch the communica-

tion paths, there are provided management tables 30 to

35 which are capable of storing the communication start

time, the communication time length and the communi-

cation terminal ID in correspondence with the communi-

cation paths 21 to 25. Also, there is provided a table

retrieving unit 37 that retrieves those management
tables 30 to 35. The respective management tables 30
to 35 may be disposed in the network resource manag-
ing unit that centralizedly controls the communication

network 3 or decentralized^ disposed in correspond-

ence with the switches 27 to 29.

Fig. 15 is an explanatory diagram showing the man-
agement table retrieval, and shows a case in which the

table retrieving unit 37 retrieves the management table

30 in Fig. 14. The management table 30 includes

regions of an inherent number ID under communication,

the communication start time and the communication

time length, where the ID "A1
,
B6, A3", the communica-

tion start time "0014, 0173, 0340" corresponding to

those Ids, and communication time lengths "0120,

0167, 0030" are stored.

For example, in the case of obtaining total time of

the communication available time within the period of

the communication path 21 (refer to Fig. 14), upon
inquiring the communication time length to the table

retrieving unit 37, the table retrieving unit 37 reads the

communication time length from the management table

30. With the addition of the communication time length

"0120", "0167" and "0030", it is found that the communi-
cation available time is "0317". As a result, the unused
time within the period can be readily obtained, thereby

being capable of readily judging whether or not recep-

tion is acceptable in the case where the communication

reservation request occurs in the communication path

21.

Also, since the table retrieving unit 37 can discrimi-

nate the unused time band with the period on the basis

of the communication start time and the communication

time length of the management table 30, it can be read-

ily judged whether or not start time designation reserva-

tion at the time of the communication reservation

request can be acceptable, depending upon whether its

start time is within the unused time band, or not.

Fig. 16 is an explanatory diagram showing the use
amount retrieval, and shows a case in which, for exam-
ple, as one example of the contents of the management
table 31 on the communication path 22 in Fig. 14, the ID

"A1, B6, A3", the use rate "17, 28, 14", and an already

communicated rate "0, 1 1, 3" are stored. In the commu-
nication path 22, if the already communicated rate is

inquired, then the table retrieving unit 39 retrieves the

management table 31 and reads the already communi-
cated rate "11, 3" and adds them together, thereby

being capable of obtaining the already communicated

rate "14" in the communication path 22. In this case, the

use rate "17, 28, 14" is read and added together,

thereby being capable of grasping the use state of the

communication path 22, the unused state of the

resource, etc. from the total of the use rate of the com-
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munication path 22 in accordance with the communica-

tion reservation request and the total of the already

communicated rate to the former total.

Fig. 17 is an explanatory diagram showing a com-

munication reservation request in accordance with the

communication start time and the communication time

length. In a state where communication terminals T1,

T2 and communication terminals T3, T4 are connected

to each other through switches 40 and 41 of a commu-

nication network, (A) is a state where a time band 42

has been already reserved within one period when the

communication reservation request A is transmitted

from the communication terminal T1 to the communica-

tion terminal T4, the communication reservation request

B is transmitted from the communication terminal T1 to

the communication terminal T3, and the communication

reservation request C is transmitted from the communi-

cation terminal T2 to the communication terminal T3.

Also, the communication reservation requests A, B and

C include the communication start time and the commu-

nication time length.

In this case, since the communication reservation

request B from the communication terminal T1 to the

communication terminal T3 overlaps with the reserved

time band 42, the communication reservation request B

is not received. Hence, as shown in (B), the communi-

cation reservation request A from the communication

terminal T1 to the communication terminal T4 is

received as indicated as reference numeral 43, and the

communication reservation request C from the commu-

nication terminal T2 to the communication terminal T3 is

received as indicated as reference numeral 44, and in

the respective communication start times, the burst

transfer is conducted from the communication terminal

T1 to the communication terminal T4, and also the burst

transfer is conducted from the communication terminal

T2 to the communication terminal T3.

Fig. 18 is an explanatory diagram showing a com-

munication reservation request in accordance with a

rate to a period, and (A) shows a case in which the

reserved rate indicated by reference numeral 46 exists

between the switches 40 and 41 and the unused rate

also exists sufficiently when the communication reser-

vation request A is transmitted from the communication

terminal T1 to the communication terminal T4, and the

communication reservation request B is transmitted

from the communication terminal T1 to the communica-

tion terminal T3, and the communication reservation

request C is transmitted from the communication termi-

nal T2 to the communication terminal T3 in accordance

with rate designations, respectively.

Then, if the total of the rates of the respective com-

munication reservation requests A, B and C is equal to

or less than the unused rate, as shown in (B). reserva-

tion is received by the rate designation as indicated by

reference numerals 47, 48 and 49 for the respective

communication reservation requests A, B and C in one

period. Then, the communication terminals T1 and T2

enable the burst transfer if the reservation rate is within

one period. It should he noted that the reception of the

communication reservation request when the reserva-

tion rate exceeds one period is refused.

Fig. 19 is an explanatory diagram showing commu-

5 nication within a communication permissible period, in

which a notification Na of the communication enabling

period ta is transmitted from the communication net-

work to the communication terminal. As a result, when

there exists a request for the burst transfer, the commu-

te nication terminal transmits a communication request Ta

representing a communication reservation request such

as a communication start time, a communication time

length, and a rate to the period ta within the communi-

cation enabling period ta to the communication network

75 In the case where the communication network can

receive the communication request Ta, it transmits the

notification Nb of the transmission permissible period tb.

The communication terminal starts the communication

Tb of the burst transfer within the transmission permis-

20 sible period tb. Hence, not only when the communica-

tion enabling period ta is fixed, but also when it is

variable, the communication terminal can conduct the

burst transfer on the basis of the reserved time length or

rate within the transmission permissible period lb which

25 is notified from the communication network.

Fig. 20 is an explanatory functional diagram show-

ing a communication reservation request process of the

network resource managing unit in which reference

numeral 60 denotes a communication reservation

30 request processing unit; 61 , a read control unit; 62, a

via-link calculating unit; 63, a reservation unused time

calculating unit; 64, a request processing unit; 65, a

request analyzing unit; 66, a rewriting unit; 67, a band

reserving unit; 68, a network topology data memory; 69,

35 a band reserving state memory; 70, a request receiving

unit; and 71 , a reservation result notifying unit.

The reservation receiving unit 70 corresponds to

the request receiving unit 4 in Fig. 4, and the request

analyzing unit 65 corresponds to the request receiving

40 unit 5 in Fig. 4. The request processing unit 64 and the

band reserving unit 67 correspond to the band reserv-

ing unit 7 in Fig. 4, and the via-link calculating unit.62

and the network topology data memory 68 correspond

to the path setting unit 6 in Fig. 4. Also, the network

45 topology data memory 68 and the band reserving state

memory 69 correspond to the network resource data

section 8 in Fig. 4.

The read control unit 61 reads the communication

reservation request for the burst transfer from the corn-

so munication terminal received by the request receiving

unit 70 in accordance with the read permission from the

request processing unit 64, and then transfers it to the

request analyzing unit 65. The request analyzing unit 65

analyzes request information, for example, in accord-

55 ance with the communication reservation request for-

mat shown in Fig. 7, and transfers it to the link

calculating unit 62 through the transmitting address and

the receiving address. The request analyzing unit 65

then transfers the time length designation reservation

9
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request time to the request processing unit 64.

The via-link calculating unit 62 obtains the via-link

between the transmitting side communication terminal

and the receiving aide communication terminal on the

basis of the transmitting side address and receiving side s

address from the request analyzing unit 65 with refer-

ence to the network topology data of the network topol-

ogy data memory 68, and then transfers the via-link to

the reservation unused time calculating unit 63. The
reservation unused time calculating unit 63 obtains the 10

unused time and the communication start time with ref-

erence to the reservation state corresponding to the via-

link stored in the band reserving state memory 69, to
transfer it to the request processing unit 64.

The request processing unit 64 compares the 15

unused time with the request time, and if the unused
time is longer, the reservation information containing the
remaining unused time, the start time and the via-link to

the band reserving unit 67, and then transfers the reser-

vation receiving information including the reservation 20

result and the start time to the communication terminal

through the reservation result notifying unit 71 . Also, the
band reserving unit 67 controls the rewriting unit 66 to

update the reservation state corresponding to the via-

link of the band reserving state memory 69. Hence, the 25

band reserving state memory 69 is updated every time
it receives the communication reservation request for

the burst transfer.

Fig. 21 is a flowchart showing the embodiment of

the present invention, and in the communication net- 30

work or its network resource managing unit, (a) a
request message (communication reservation request)
of the burst transfer from the communication terminal is

received, (b) reservation data on a path which is

obtained on the basis of the transmitting aide address 35

and the receiving side address is collected, and (c) it is

judged whether or not the communication reservation

request from the communication terminal reserves a
band on the basis of a time (a communication start time,

a communication time length) or reserves the band on 40

the basis of the rate within a period.

In the case where the band is reserved by time, (d)

it is judged whether or not the request designates the
start time, and in the case where the start time is desig-
nated, (e) it is judged whether or not the reservation of 45

the request time length can be made from the start time
on all the paths. In the case where the reservation can
be made by the existence of the unused time band, (f)

the time designation band is reserved, and (k) its reser-

vation result is notified to the request transmission com- so

munication terminal (transmitting side communication
terminal).

Also, in step (c), in the case where the band is not
reserved by time hut the band is reserved at a rate

within a period, (i) it is judged whether or not the reser- 55

vation can be made as a rate within a period on all the
paths. In the case where the rate within the period is

sufficient, since it can be reserved, (j) a rate designation

reservation is set, and (k) the reservation result is noti-

fied to the request transmission communication termi-

nal. Also, in the case where the rate within the period is

insufficient, (m) a reservation failure notification is noti-

fied to the request transmission communication termi-

nal.

Further, in step (d), in the case where the start time

is not designated, (g) it is judged whether or not the res-

ervation of the request time length can be made on all

the paths, or the like. In the case where the reservation

can be made, (h) the time length designation band is

reserved, and (k) its reservation result is notified to the

request transmission communication terminal. Also, in

the case where the reservation cannot be made, (m) a
reservation failure notification is notified to the request

transmission communication terminal. Also, in step (e),

in the case where the reservation cannot be made,
because of a reservation failure, (m) its reservation fail-

ure notification is notified to the request transmission

communication terminal.

Fig. 22 is an explanatory diagram showing transfer

control in a start time designation reservation, which
shows the main portion of the function of the ATM switch

22 in Fig. 2, or the main portion of the function of the

ATM switch in Fig. 3. In the figure, reference numeral 81

denotes a communication reservation table; 82, a
present-time reading unit; 83, a user inherent number
retrieving unit; 84, a packet selecting unit; and 85, a
packet memory. Fig. 22 shows a case Of the label mul-
tiplex communication using packets, and the packet
memory 85 is a buffer for storing the packet temporarily

in a communication network.

Also, in the case where it is applied to the ATM sys-
tem, making the ATM switch shown in Fig. 3 in associa-

tion with the respective components, the output buffer

53 corresponds to the packet memory 85, the cell

selecting unit 54 corresponds to the packet selecting

unit 84, the present-time obtaining unit 55 corresponds
to the present-time reading unit 82, and the reservation

data section 56 corresponds to the communication res-

ervation table 81 , respectively. Also, in the case where it

is applied to the time-division multiplex system, the

packet memory 85 corresponds to the buffer for storing

the frame data temporarily,.and the packet selecting unit

84 corresponds to the selection function of the frame
data to which time slots are allocated.

Also, the communication reservation table 81

stores the communication start time "0014, 0173, 0340,
..." and the communication time length "0120, 0167,
0030. ..." in correspondence with the ID number "At,

B6, A3, ...", in accordance with the communication res-

ervation request from the communication terminal. It

should be noted that in case of the label multiplex com-
munication using the ATM cell, the virtual path identifier

VPI and the virtual channel identifier VCI of the header
of the ATM cell correspond to the above-mentioned ID

number.

A plurality of packets to which the ID number is

added are stored In the packet memory 85, and the

present-time reading unit 82 reads the present time
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"0200" and then transfers it to the user inherent number

retrieving unit 83. Then, the user inherent number

retrieving unit 83 retrieves whether or not a time bond

having the present time "0200" exists in the time bands

represented by the communication start time and the

communication time length which are registered in the

communication reservation table 81

.

In this case, since ID = A1 of the communication

reservation table 81 is the communication start time

"0014" and the communication time length "0120". the

time band becomes "0134", thus not including the

present time "0200". Since the communication start

time of ID = B6 is "0173" and the communication time

length is "0167", the time band "0340 includes the

present time "0200", whereby ID = B6 is retrieved and

outputted and transferred to the packet selecting unit

84.

The packet selecting unit 84 selects and takes out

the packet of ID = B6 from the packet memory 6 on the

basis of ID o B6, and transfers the packet to an output

unit. Then, the packet of the next "ID = B6" can be

sequentially taken out from the packet memory 85 and

then transferred within a range where it does not exceed

the communication time length "0167" from the commu-

nication start time "0137". Hence, the burst transfer can

be conducted in accordance with the communication

reservation request containing the communication start

time and the time length. In this case, if the packet mem-

ory 85 is a memory of the FIFO form in correspondence

with the ID number, it can be sequentially taken out and

transferred in correspondence with the ID number.

Alternatively, it can discriminate the packet number and

sequentially take out it.

Fig. 23 is an explanatory diagram showing a proc-

ess in the case where no reservation packet exists at a

communication start time, and shows a case in which,

as in the case of Fig. 22, when the present-time reading

unit 82 reads the present time "0200" with the contents

of the communication reservation table 81, there exists

no packet of ID = B6 in the packet memory 85, and noth-

ing can be taken out from the packet memory 85. In

other words, only the packets in accordance with the

communication start time and the communication time

length registered in the communication reservation

table 81 are taken out from the packet memory 85 and

then transferred.

However, in Fig. 23, in the case where the receiv-

ing-side communication terminal or the switch of the

communication network provides a buffer having a suffi-

cient capacity which is capable of receiving and storing

the packet, an aibttrary packet is selected from the

packet memory 85 and taken out so as to be trans-

ferred, as shown as the packet of ID = A1 . As a result, in

the case where an unused time occurs in the reserved

time band, since another packet can be transferred to

the unused time, thereby being capable of effectively

using the communication network.

Fig. 24 is an explanatory diagram showing an iden-

tifier within a reserved time. ID = A1 , the communication

start time "0014", and the communication time length

"0120" are registered in the communication reservation

table 81, and when the present-time reading unit 82

reads the present time "0100", since it is within the time

5 band of the communication time length from the com-

munication start time, the packet of ID = A1 is taken out

from the packet memory (not shown) and then trans-

ferred. In this case, an identifier within the reservation

time is added thereto by an identifier adding unit 86 and

10 then transferred.

Since the switch (exchanger) of the communication

network in the case of transferring through a plurality of

links by the identifier can judge the packet by the reser-

vation time, it processes in priority. The identifier can be

15 added to the header of the packet. Also, in case of the

ATM cell, using cell loss priority CLP of the header, for

example, CLP = "0" is set as on identifier within the

reserved time, and the ATM cell is processed in priority.

In the ATM cell which is not reserved or in the ATM cell

20 when a communication out of the reserved time band

occurs, CLP = 1 can be sat. Also, in case of time-divi-

sion multiplex made by time slot allocation or the like,

the identifier within the reserved time can be added by a

leading time slot continuously allocated or the control

25 time slot, and then transferred.

Fig. 25 is an explanatory diagram showing reserva-

tion on a plurality of link paths, in which switching units

93 and 94 exist along a path between the transmitting

side communication terminal 91 and the receiving side

30 communication terminal 92. In a link between the trans-

mitting side communication terminal 91 and the switch-

ing unit 93 and in a link between the switching units 93

and 94, as shown on the right side in the figure, the

same time band within the period can be reserved.

35 However, because another reservation exists, there is

shown a case in which the same time band can be

reserved between the transmitting side communication

terminal 91 and the receiving side communication ter-

minal 92. In this situation, since an unused time band

40 exists in a time band delayed. Hence, reservation can

be made to the unused time band.

In this situation, as described above, it is temporar-

ily stored in the output buffer provided in the switching

unit 94 (refer to reference numeral 53 of Ftg. 3) or in

45 buffers such as the packet memory (refer to reference

numeral 85 of in Fig. 22) or the like, and is then read in

the reserved time band so as to be transferred to the

receiving side communication terminal 92. Also, in the

time<Jivision multiplex communication, the time slots

so are allocated to time slots represented as a request res-

ervation, and the buffer in the switching unit 94 is used,

thereby being capable of conducting the burst transfer

using the continuous time slots from the transmitting

side communication terminal 91 to the receiving side

55 communication terminal 92.

Fig. 26 shows a case of investigating the reserva-

tion of each link in a path between the transmitting side

communication terminal 91 and the receiving side com-

munication terminal 92 and making a reservation.

11
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Another reservation exists in the intermediate time band
of the period between the transmitting side communica-
tion terminal 91 and the switching unit 93 and between
the switching units 93 and 94, and unused time bands
exist before and after the above time band. Also, 5
another reservation exists in the front half of the period

between the switching unit 94 and the receiving side

communication terminal 92, and an unused time bond
exists in the rear half thereof. In this case, even with the
time band slow within the period, if it is discriminated 10

that the reservation can be made on the same time
band in all the links, then the time band is reserved for

all the links. In this case, the use amount of the buffer is

reduced, and a delay tide within the communication net-

work can be reduced.
15

Fig. 27 is an explanatory diagram showing the
sequential reservation of a plurality of links. As in the
cases shown in Figs. 25 and 26, there is a case in which
the switching units 93 and 94 exist in the path between
the transmitting side communication terminal 91 and the 20

receiving side communication terminal 92. In this case,
first, a reservable unused time band within the period is

investigated for the links between the transmitting side

communication terminal 91 and the switching unit 93,
and an early time band in the unused time band is 25

reserved. In the case where the reservation can be
made, the a reservable unused time band within the

period is investigated for the links between the transmit-

ting side communication terminal 93 and the switching

unit 94, and a time band which is identical with or later 30

than the previously reserved time band among the
unused time band. If this reservation can be made, a
reservable unused time band within the period is inves-

tigated for the links between the next switching unit 94
and the receiving side communication terminal 92, thus 35

making reservation of a time band identical with or later

than the previously reserved time band among the
ensued time and bands.

Through the above sequential reservation, as
shown in the respective links in Fig. 27, because of the 40

existence of another reservation, the same time band is

reserved between the transmitting side communication
terminal 91 and the switching unit 93 and between the
switching units 93 and 94, and a late time band within

the period can be reserved between the switching unit 45

94 and the receiving side communication terminal 92.

In this case, the reservation result is similar to the
case shown in Fig. 25, the reservation process is

sequentially conducted toward the communication ter-

minal of the receiving side so that the time band for so

each link on the path is identical with or later than the
reservable time band for the previous link The commu-
nication reservation request of burst transfer from the
transmitting side communication terminal 91 is sequen-
tially transferred along the path within the communica- ss

tion path, and the previous reservation information is

added thereto. As a result, when the final link reserva-

tion can be made, the communication reservation

request is accepted, and the burst communication is

reserved. Hence, after collecting the reservation state of

all the links on the path, in comparison with a case
shown in Fig. 26, there is reduced the possibility of

reserving the links at the same time band. However, the

processing necessary for the reservation is distributed,

thereby being capable of reducing a processing time.

Fig. 28 is an explanatory diagram showing the

request time band change. A communication reserving

request for the burst transfer including the communica-
tion start time and the communication time length from
the transmitting side communication terminal 91 is

transmitted through the communication terminal, and in

the case where the request time band overlaps with the

reserved transfer as shown in the right side. In this case,

the switching unit 93 notifies the communication termi-

nal 91 of a reservation failure. Then, the communication
terminal 91 changes the request time band to transmit

the communication reservation request again. Still in

the case where the request time band overlaps with the

reserved time band, the switching unit 93 transmits the

communication terminal 91 of the reservation failure

again. In other words, there is the possibility that the

communication reservation is frequently requested.

For that reason, the unused time band within the

period is notified together with the notification of the res-

ervation failure. In the case where the communication
terminal 91 judges that the burst transfer is enabled
even though the unused time band is a late time band
within the period, the communication reservation

request is conducted again with the unused time band
as the request time band, thereby being capable of

delaying the initial request time band (indicated by dot-

ted line) as shown at the right side to provide a reserva-

tion time band.

Such an unused time band is updated and stored

together with the reserved communication start time for

the via-link, the communication time length, and so on in

the band reserving state memory 69 in Fig. 20. There-
fore, the unused time can be read and added to the

above-mentioned reservation failure notification before

being transmitted. Also, a result of reading the contents
of the management table 30 in Fig. 15 from the table

retrieving unit 37 is processed to obtain the unused time

band, and the unused time band can be added to the

reservation failure notification before being transmitted.

Fig. 29 is an explanatory diagram showing a
reserved time band change. One of the communication
terminals 95 and 96 received in the switching unit 93, for

example, the communication terminal 95 conducts a
communication reservation request. As shown in the
right side (95), rf the other communication terminal 96
conducts the communication reservation request at the
request time band indicated by (96) when there exists

the reserved time band, in the above-mentioned
embodiment, the reservation fails. However, the switch-

ing unit 93 inquires of the communication terminal 95
whether or not the reserved time band can be changed,
in order to change the reserved time band in accord-
ance with the re-request from the communication termi-
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nal 96, or the communication terminal 96 high in priority.

In the case where the reserved time band can be

changed, as shown in the right side as after-coopera-

tion, the reserved time band is changed into the rear-

half unused time band, and the request time band from

the communication terminal 96 is set to the front half of

the period. Also, in the case where the reserved time

band cannot be changed, as shown in Fig. 28, the

unused time band is notified, and the request time band

is changed, or a reserving process is conducted in the

following period.

Fig. 30 is an explanatory diagram showing a time

required for transfer, and as shown in (B), in the struc-

ture where communication terminals TA to TE are con-

nected to a common transmission path through an ATM

switch, the respective communication terminals TA to

TE generate data of the same amount simultaneously

and transfer the data through the common transmission

path. In this case, in the band common type transfer of

(A), if the bands allocated to the respective communica-

tion terminals TA to TE are made equal to each other,

the respective communication terminals TA to TE trans-

fer the data at a speed 1/5 of the highest speed. Hence,

when the respective communication terminals TA to TE

start to transfer the date simultaneously, the data trans-

fer ore completed simultaneously.

Also, in the burst transfer (A) in Fig. 30, to which the

present invention is applied, there is shown a case

where the time bands are reserved in the order of the

communication terminals TA to TE. Until the transfer of

the communication terminal that reserves a preceding

time band is completed, the transfer of the communica-

tion terminal that reserves a succeeding time band

waits to start. However, the data transfer can be made
at the highest speed in the respective reserved time

bands. In this case, the use rate as the communication

network is identical with that of the band common type

transfer and the burst transfer, however, a time required

fa transfer containing a wait time is largely different. In

other words, compared with the band common type

transfer, the burst transfer has a time required for trans-

fer containing a wait time, such that the communication

terminal TA is 1/5, and the communication terminal TB
is 2/5. Also, the longest-waiting communication terminal

TE is equal to the case of the band common transfer.

Moreover, in the case where the burst data is differ-

ent in amount, the wait time of the burst transfer small in

the amount of transfer data is increased by the burst

transfer large in the amount of transfer data, with the

result that a time required for transfer may be increased

more in case of the band common type transfer. There-

fore, the amount of transfer data in accordance with the

burst transfer request from the respective communica-

tion terminals TA to TE is compared with each other,

and the burst transfer small in the amount of transfer

data in a period where a communication reservation is

requested is reserved in an early time band within the

period, thereby being capable of reducing the wait time

as a whole.

Furthermore, in the above-mentioned respective

embodiments, a period during which a communication

reservation request is received is set to one period.

However, the communication reservation request may

5 be received in a plurality of periods. In this case, there

may be provided means for registering request band

information such as the communication start time and

the communication time length or a rate to the period,

respectively, in correspondence with the period and the

10 destination of the communication terminal. Similarly, in

the case where a plurality of communication networks

are connected to each other, and the burst transfer is

conducted between the transmitting side communica-

tion terminal and the receiving side communication ter-

75 minal which are received in different communication

networks, respectively, the communication reservation

request is received under a decentralized control,

thereby being capable of conducting the burst transfer.

The foregoing description of a preferred embodi-

20 ment of the invention has been presented for purposes

of illustration and description. It is not intended to be

exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise form

disclosed, and modifications and variations are possible

in light of the above teachings or may be acquired from

25 practice of the invention. The embodiment was chosen

and described in order to explain the principles of the

invention and its practical application to enable one

skilled in the art to utilize the invention in various

embodiments and with various modifications as are

30 suited to the particular use contemplated. It is intended

that the scope of the invention be defined by the claims

appended hereto, and their equivalents.

Claims

35

1 . A burst transfer system, comprising

:

request receiving means for receiving a com-

munication reservation request of burst transfer

40 from a communication terminal

;

communication request analyzing means for

analyzing a communication reservation

request received by said request receiving

means to discriminate a destination address

45 and use band information representing a band

to be used for the burst transfer;

path setting means for discriminating paths

through which said communication terminal

and said destination are connectable to each

so other on the basis of the destination address

which is discriminated by said communication

request analyzing means; and

band reserving means for reserving, if a path

that satisfies a condition indicated by the use

55 band information which is discriminated by said

request analyzing means exists in the paths

which are discriminated by said path setting

means.

13
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2. A burst transfer system as claimed in claim 1 , fur-

ther comprising request batch receiving means for

receiving, in the case where communication reser-

vation requests of the burst transfer from a plurality

of communication terminals are generated simulta- 5
neously, said communication reservation requests
in batch to input the received communication reser-

vation requests to said communication request
analyzing means sequentially or in parallel.

10

3. A burst transfer system as claimed in claim 2,

where, in the case where said plurality of communi-
cation reservation requests are sequentially input-

ted to said communication request analyzing

means, said request batch receiving means inputs 15

said transmission reservation request to said

request receiving means according to the priorities

allocated to said respective communication termi-

nals in advance or the priorities determined by the
extent of the use bands which are requested by 20

said respective communication reservation

requests.

4. A burst transfer system as claimed in claim 1,

wherein, if the path that satisfies the condition indi- 2s

cated by the use band information which is discrim-

inated by said communication request analyzing

means exists in the paths which are discriminated

by said path setting means, said band reserving

means reserves said path and transmits informa- 30

tion representing that the communication reserva-
tion request has been received to said

communication terminal; and

wherein said communication terminal, upon
receiving information representing that the commu- 35

nication reservation request has been received,

reserves a terminal resource within said communi-
cation terminal to transmit burst data at said com-
munication start time.

40

5. A burst transfer system as claimed in claim 1,

wherein said request receiving means receives
every give period the communication reservation

request from said communication terminal.

45

6. A burst transfer system as claimed in claim 1,

wherein said use band information comprises infor-

mation represented by a time length to be used for

burst transfer.

50

7. A burst transfer system as claimed in claim 1
(

wherein said use band information comprises infor-

mation represented by a burst transfer start time
and a time length to be used for burst transfer;

wherein said reservation setting means dis- 55

criminates whether or not a path that enables the
burst transfer having said time length from said

start time exists in the paths through which said

communication terminal and said destination are

connected to each other.

8. A burst transfer system as claimed in claim 7, fur-

ther comprising a management table for storing the
start time represented by said use band information

and the time length to he used for burst;

wherein said reservation setting means
obtains a reserved band and an unused band for

each path with reference to said management
table.

9. A burst transfer system as claimed in claim 1,

wherein said use band information comprises infor-

mation represented by a rate of a time occupied by
the burst transfer to a given period.

10. A burst transfer system as claimed in claim 1, fur-

ther comprising a management table for storing a
rate of a time occupied by the burst transfer to a
given period which is represented by said use band
information, and a rate of a time where the burst

transfer has been completed to the given period;

and

wherein said reservation setting means
obtains a rate of a reserved burst transfer for each
path and a rate of a completed burst transfer with
reference to said management table.

11. A burst transfer system as claimed in claim 1, fur-

ther comprising:

a communication reservation table for storing

data discrimination information for discriminat-

ing data which is burst-transferred, a time at

which the burst transfer of said data is started,

and a time length to be used for the burst trans-

fer of said data;

a present-time reading unit for generating a
present time;

an output buffer for storing the data to be burst-

transferred; and

selecting means, when the present time gener-
ated by said present-time reading unit repre-

sents a start time of said communication
reservation table, for reading said data discrim-

ination information from said communication
reservation table, and for reading data discrim-

inated by the data discrimination information

from said output buffer to transmit said data to

said destination.

12. A burst transfer system as claimed in daim 1 , fur-

ther comprising:

a communication reservation table for storing

data discrimination information for discriminat-

ing data which is burst-transferred, a time at

which the burst transfer is started, and a time
length to be used for the burst transfer;

14
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a present-time reading unit for generating a

present time;

an output buffer for storing the data to be burst-

transferred; and

selecting means, when the present time gener-

ated by said present-time reading unit repre-

sents a time band represented by a

communication start time of said communica-

tion reservation table and a communication

time length of said communication reservation

table, for reading said data discrimination infor-

mation from said communication reservation

table, and for reading arbitrary data from said

output buffer if no data which is discriminated

by the data discrimination information exists in

said output buffer to transmit said arbitrary data

to said destination.

13. A burst transfer system as claimed in claim 1,

wherein arbitrary identifier is added to the data

which is burst-transferred, and assuming that said

identifier is added, data to which said identifier is

added is transmitted in priority.

14. A burst transfer system as claimed in claim 1,

wherein assuming that said band reserving means

collects a reservation state of each link,

when receiving the communication reserva-

tion request of the burst transfer from said commu-

nication terminal, said band reserving means

judges whether or not a reservation can be made
between the link of said communication terminal

and the link of said destination in a time band repre-

sented by the start time of said burst transfer and

the communication time length with reference to the

reservation state collected;

if the reservation can be made between the

link of said communication terminal and the link of

said destination, a time band represented by said

start time and said communication time length is

reserved; and

if no reservation can be made between the

link of said communication terminal and the link of

said destination, said band reserving means judges
whether or not a time band later than the time band

represented by said start time and said communi-

cation time length can be reserved, and if it can be

reserved, the time band later than said time band is

preserved whereas if it cannot be reserved, said

band reserving means discriminates an unused

time band in each link, to set a time band which is

identical with or sequentially made later than the

reservation time band of the link of said communi-

cation terminal to each link in a communication ter-

minal direction of said receiving side.

15. A burst transfer system as claimed in claim 1,

wherein assuming that said band reserving means

collects a reservation state of each link,

when receiving the communication reserva-

tion request of the burst transfer from said commu-

nication terminal, said band reserving means

judges whether or not a reservation can be made

on the time band represented by a start time and a

communication time length with reference to the

reservation state of the link of said communication

terminal; and

if the reservation can be made on the link of

said communication terminal, said band reserving

means reserves a time band which is identical with

or sequentially made later than said reservabte time

band, to sequentially make a reservation up to the

link of the communication terminal of said receiving

side.

16. A burst transfer system as claimed in claim 1,

wherein assuming that said band reserving means

collects a reservation state of each link,

when receiving the communication reserva-

tion request of the burst transfer from said commu-

nication terminal, if a time band requested by said

communication reserving request has been already

reserved, said band reserving means transmits a

time band which becomes an unused time band to

said communication terminal.

17. A burst transfer system as claimed in claim 1,

wherein assuming that said band reserving means

collects a reservation state of each link,

when receiving the communication reserva-

tion request of the burst transfer from said commu-

nication terminal, if a time band requested by said

communication reserving request has been already

reserved, said band reserving means inquires to

the communication terminal that has reserved said

time band whether or not a change in the reserved

time band can be made, and if the change in said

time bond can be made, said band reserving

means changes said time band to make a reserva-

tion for the time band which is requested by the

communication reservation request from said com-

munication terminal.
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